cannot be programmed is worthless, so it makes sense to turn our attention to pro gramming languages that can express par allel computations.
\\'e hav e decided to focus our attention on medium-grained parallelism for artifi cial intelligence and s}mbolic computing. Our inter est in researching language de sign is to study how to write parallel pro grams, To that end, we are not initially concerned with the number of new con strulls or the fine details of syntax. Rather, we are tr}ing to create a rich blend of lan guage constructs that will let program mers describe parallel algorithms in a vari ety of sl)les -simplification will follow, BecaL:se we arc interested in s)mbolic programming, we are inyestigating paral Ie I extensioIls to Commun Lisp.! Our parallel language is called Qlisp, Other re search into extending Lisp to support par allel programnung is described in Hal stead,2 '.liller,' and Swanson, Kessler, and Lindst I( )IIl . .)
History
Qlisp was originally designed by John
McCarthy and Richard Gabriel while they were affiliated with l"mTence Livermore N ational Laboratory's S I project.' The S I was to have been a 16-processor com puter, with each uniprocessor being a Cra\'·dass supercomputer, Until 1987 the only implementations ofQlisp were inter preter-based simulators, Since late 1987 we haw been impl ementing Qlisp on an Alliant FX/8 parallel computer; this im plementation is based on Lucid Common Lisp, a commercial system. \\'e have re ported on the performance of the initial Qlisp implementation elsewhere,"
The Qlisp project includes an explor ator y programming component to re-(defun function-list (fun start next-arg spawn-p &optional (count 10)) (let «initial-list (list nil) (list #'next-value) (setf point (cdr point))) val» (next-value count) initial-list») ) 
Design goals. Qlisp was designed to:
• Support medium-grained parallelism.
Medium-grained parallelism matches the intuitions programmers have about how to parallelize programs. Fine-grained par allelism often requires special hardware support, which is unlikely in stock hard ware -except for vector processors, which are generally designed for numeric computation. Typically, a commercial multiprocessor is designed to support multiple users, and medium-grained par allelism is the best you can do on such hardware. Coarse-grained parallelism can often be achieved with simple message pa�sing.
• Support explicit parallelism. We de cided to provide little or no support for implicit parallelism such as that provided by vectorizing or parallelizing compilers.
Medium-grained parallelism often in volves dealing with side effects, and rea soning about when it is safe to parallelize in the presence of side effects usually re quires domain-specific knowledge.
• Run on a computer with a shared ad dress space. It is not important that the shared address space be implemented using shared memory, except for perfor mance requirements. Symbolic computa tion typically involves manipulating large shared data structures, which are best 52 handled in a shared address space. We do not want the programmer to worry about accessing data structures in nonuniform memory.
• Support computation on a variable number of processors. It is important to be able to adapt the number of processes used to solve a problem to the number of processors available.
• limit parallelism. The cost of creating and maintaining a process can be high. If a process cannot be run immediately, the cost to create it may overshadow the po tential gains from spawning it. Also, the number of instructions to spawn the pro cess may be larger than the number of in structions needed for the computation it performs. Therefore, limiting parallelism can often improve performance.
Qlisp
Qlisp uses queue-based multiprocess ing. The programmer must indicate ex plicitly when parallelism is possible by in serting special parallel constructs in the program. When a program executes a statement that specifies parallelism, it adds a collection of new tasks to a queue for evaluation. When a processor com pletes a task, it gets its next task from this queue.
Basing parallelism on runtime queues means that a program is not written or compiled for a specific number of proces sors. The number of available processors could even change during the computa tion. It also means that tasks need not be of similar length -a processor finishing a short task simply takes another from the queue.
Futures. In Qlisp, every new process has associated with it an instance of a special data type called a future. ? This future is a promise to eventually deliver the value that the process is computing. Initially, the future has no value and is unrealized. It is realized only when the process a�sociated with it finishes its computation.
If some other process needs the value of an unrealized future to perform some op eration (such as addition), it must block and wait until the future has been real ized. However, many operations (such as cons, assignment, and parameter passing) require only a pointer to the future and do not need to wait for it to be realized.
You explicitly make a process wait for a future with the Qlisp construct (get-future-value form)
""ben called, get-future-vaiue will evalu ate frmn and, if frmn's value is a future, wait for it to be realized; it then returns the future's value. (that is, false) then no new process is cre ated; the process that executed the spawn will proceed to evaluate form and spawn will return the result. If prop is nonnil (that is, true) then a new process is created to evaluate form and spawn will return a fu ture that will be realized when the new process finishes computingfrmn.
We provided similar propositional pa rameters for every construct that can cre 
( prod I n depth) ) Figure 2 . One way to write a parallel fact orial using qlet . In Figure 2 , the valiable depth controls the number of processes created. In this case, because two processes are created f()] el(,l) reCIlrsi\l' call in prod, at most 2,{,tH1" 1 -2 processes l\ill be spawlled, The propositional parameter to qlet, which de termines if processes will be spalmed, sim ply looks at the value of depth. Excessive parallelism. Because Lisp programs ( and s)1nbolic computations in general) are highly recursive, they can vf'ry ea5ily generate many parallel tasks the opportunities leap out. But it is \Try important to limit multiprocessing. After all, real mUltiprocessors have a finite num ber of processors, and creating and main-(defun function-cache (fun &rest arguIllt'nts)
Figure 3. An example ofthe eager form ofqlet.
taining a new process incurs some cost.
We need only introduce enough parallel ism to keep all available processors busy.
Qlet's propositional parameter prop di rectly supports our design goal to limit the number of processes created. We experi mented with different ways to limit paral lelism in Qlisp programs.6 These tests were quite educational, because the re sults often did not correspond to our intu itions.
One of the functions we tested Qlisp on is a frequent targe t of parallel benchmark ing:
There are vastly better ways to write this function, hut writing it like this is illustra tive in several ways. First, it is pointless to use mindless parallelism like this because the cost to create and maintain a process for small values of n is much greater than the computation itself.
It is better to limit parallelism by using a depth cutoff:
(defun fibonacci (n depth) (if« n 2)
In this example, processes to compute the recursive calls are spawned down to some predefined depth. The number of pro cesses created is at most 2deJ>th+1-2. This is a typical use of a depth cutoff in Qlisp. For a function like fibonacci, the amount of computation is directly related to the argument n, so you can spawn pro cesses whenever n is greater than some predetermined cutoff value.
Another way to decide if the function should spawn processes is the proposi-
which is true if there are no tasks in the queue. Therefore, qemptyp measures progress. If the runtime queue is empty, it is usually reasonable to spawn a new task so there will be work waiting to keep the processors busy.
Qemptyp results in behavior that is quite different than when you use a cutoff, because qemptyp depends heavily on the interactions of all the running pro cesses. This can sometimes be quite desir able, but for a function like fibonacci it is a disaster. Because most of the calls to fibo nacci are for very small values of n, these trivial calculations will most often first de tect when the runtime queue is empty, so they will spawn most of the new processes.
To eliminate this problem, we combined qemptyp with a cutoff based on the argu ment value. In Figure 4 , the problem is to find th e min .. imum for a function of one real variable within a given interval. The strategy is to July 1989
(gct-flHttre-value f .. min») Figure 4 . Creating a heavyweight future by passing the same future to several calls to spawn. \\11cn all the processes finish, the future is realized and the delta str uctu re re-presenr ..
ing the location of the minimum for the function fi s re turned .
Qlambda. The parallel const ructs w e'v e described ,0 far arc intended primarily to create a new process that p erforms a spe .. cific task and goes away when the-task is completed.
V\'e must also provide I()r another class FIgure 5 . Using qlamba in a function to traverse a tree.
the ,-esult to the calling process by realiz ing the future.
If the evaluation of the qlambda body uses any dynamic variables, these variables arc looked up in the environment of the calling process rather than in the environ ment where the qlamhda was defined. This is in keeping with qlambda's func tion-calling nature. The process closure has a queue of requests associated with it, and when it is invoked the arguments and calling process are added to the end of this queue. The body of the process clo sure is evaluated fully before the next set of arguments at the head of the queue is processed. Multiple invocations of the same process closure will not create multi ple copies of it.
If prop evaluates to :eager, the new pro cess closure will immediately begin evalu ating its body. Arguments are bound to unrealized futures and, if the value of one is needed, the process will block unless the corresponding future has been realized by a call on the qlanlbda. Similarly, if the evaluation of body completes before the qlambda has been called, the process blocks.
A call to qlarnbda returns a closure as its value. This closure can then be passed to functions as an argument, returned from functions as a value, or stored in a data structure. The closure can then be in voked to execute the body of the qlambda. This lets us treat processes as first-class data objects. And, because a clo sure is created, qlambda captures the local environment in effect when it was defined. This can be used to create vari ables that can only be referenced in the body of the qlarnbda.
In Common Lisp, you can define locally named functions with £let and labels. Qlisp extends these constructs to define local process closures with qf1et and qlabels.
Figme 5 is an exam ple of the use of qlambda using qf1et. This function tra verses a tree in some order, outputting all the leaves to a stream. A transformation function, trans, is passed as an argument and is used to map characters in the strings associated with each leaf; these transformed characters are output to stream. The qlambda is created by the form qflet.
We used a qlambda for two reasons. One is to guarantee that the transformed cha,-actus from the s trings ar en't mixed up. The other reason, which is not appar ent from the code, is that we want to get the traversal over with so the tree can be modifi ed while the process that is output ting the strings moves ahead at its own pace. The integrity of qlambda accomp lishes the fi rst goal, and the use of a sepa rate process accomplishes the second.
In Qlisp's original design, the calls on a process closure waited explicitly for the body of the qlambda to process the calling arguments. To get the full benefit of pro cess closures, we added the constructs wait and no-wait. We later changed the design so that when a process closure is called a future is returned immediately. The wait and no-wait constructs are no longer nec essary.
Locks. Another way to interlock critical sections is to use an explicit lock. Qlisp provides basic functions to create,. ac quire, release, and test locks. You can spec ity a lock to be either a spin or a sleep lock. A process waiting on a spin lock will busy wait, continually checking the lock until it becomes free. A process waiting on asleep lock will block and not consume comput ing resources while it waits. When the lock becomes available, the process will he given ownership of the lock and added to the queue of runnable processes.
Spin locks are used on critical regions that are locked for only a very short time, to update a counter or get the next queue clement, for example. Sleep locks, which require more overhead, are used when the critical section will take an arbitnlry amount of time to execute.
We hope that higher level Qlisp con structs will obviate the need for these low levcl locking functions.
Process synchronization. The even t construct simplifies process synchroniza tion. Qlisp provides basic functions to cre ate, test, wait for, signal, and reset events. The default is to wait for an event to be signaled once, although you can request that a process wait until an event has been signaled a specified number of times.
If an event is signaled before a process tries to wait on it, the process need not wait. Otherwise, the process is put to sleep until another process signals the event. When the event is signaled, all of the pro cesses waiting on it are awakened. Once an event has been signaled, it must be reset before any process will need to wait on it again.
Futures and process closures make it possible to spawn IIlany tasks, and it's not always easy to determine when they have all completed. To handle this, the con struct (qwaitJurm) not on ly causes form to be evaluated, but if the evaluation creates any new processes or makes any calls to process closures, qwait will wait for them to finish, too, be fore it returns form's value. This can be useful for process synchronization and for guaranteeing that returned data struc tures contain only realized futures.
In the original Qlisp design, qcatch pro vided a variation of this function. We now believe that the importance of waiting for processes warrants a separate construct. Qwait also lets us reserve qcatch for a use that is more like the standard Common Lisp catch construct.
Killing processe s. So far we have de scribed several constructs to create pro cesses, each of which consumes system re sources. For efficiency reasons, we want to eliminate a process as soon as it no longer contributes to �e overall computation.
I [owCI'er, it is not ea.'" to determine when a process is superfluotls, Traditionallv ill Lisp, [',arbag<" collection reclaims resources that are no longer being used, If an object in lIlemory ha, no pointers to it, Lisp reclaims that memor\, Similarly, when a fu ture h,l' no pointers , its v,due is no longer accessible andthert' is no point in com pili ing ii, so any pro cesses associated with the future call be killed, A process closure can likewise be killed when there are no longer am point ers to it. provi ded that it h,lS completed all " r tllt' previolls calls to it.
There are two problems "ith rdvi ng on garbage collection 10 kill processes, First, garbage collection (one hopes) dot,S not occur frequentl v, Second, if a task was Spa\\11ed for effect, no pointer to the asst} ciated flit lire may ever be retained, since the value \\illlleVer be IIs",r!. \\'e are irl\es tigating ways to let the program mer spec if\' a p rocess 's d\11amic extent so the user program does not haH' to maintain a liq of all processes that are performing mcful work but will not return a vahle, In addition to garbage collt>n iol1, Qlisp provides two explicit wa�'s to kill a process,
The si mplest wa\' is to call the Qlisp con struct kill-process, which takes a., its aq:(u m ent a future or a pointer to a process c1ll'ure, This future is a h al l die to refer to the process that will be killed when kill-pro cess is invoked, If the future is a"sociated with SC\ eral processes, they arc all killed, If the future is as sociate d with an invocation of a "lambda process closure, that set of arguments is removed frolll the process closure's queue or, ifthevwere being pUr c('ssed by the process closure, the compu tation is aborted and t he qlambda pnX'ess proceeds to the next set of arguments,
The kill-process construct kills onlv tbe specific invocation of the proce" c 10sllre that is associate d with the future -the process closure itself is not killed , If an other process tries to get the value of a future whose associated process has been killed , an error is generated, Tbe other way to explicitly kill a process is to do a non local exit from the process, In Common Lisp, if a computation is sur rounded by a catch , a throw to that catch will force a return with the specified value, ter minating any intermediate computa-
(equal-aux x \, ))) Figure 6 . A functi on to determine if two binary trees are equivalent.
tiom, In Qlis l " throw C,1Il be w,ed to kill oth er processes, For example , Figure 6 shows a fun ct ion to determine if two bi nary trees arc equivalent. Normall y, when a process is killed, any processes that it spawn ed will nol be af fected, In cases like the example in Figu re 6, wh ere the parent process has spawned child processes \ia a qprogn or qlct a nd is waiti ng for them to finish, you can safely kill all the child processes if the parent is killed 01 if a thmw callses control to leave the parallel construct.
The function in
\\'hen a process is created, it inherits the chain ot catch frames being used by its parent. During the execution of the child process, a throw to a catch frame delined b� tht' parent will result in the child pro cess being killed and tilt' parent pron'ss continuin g the processing of the throw, intcrr upting whatever it had been doing,
If the parent process exiLs the scope of a given catch frame, it is no l onge r possible for any child process to throw to that catch frame.
Also, am' catch framcs established after a child process h;" been spawned are not part of the child p rocess's chain of catch frames, If the body of a qlambda process c10slIre docs a th row, the catc h frames of the process that called the qlalllhda are weight future is killed by a throw, all the other processes associated with the future may also be killed, One of the reasons for adding hea\')'Weight futures to Qlisp is that tlwy (it-fine a set uf processes that have similar li fetimes,
As an aside, it is sometimes usehll to place a process in a suspen ded state so it clues not compe te for computing re sources, Qlisp does this with the primiti ves su spe nd-process and resume-process, which also usc a future or a process do • Measuring the reliability of operational software .
• Two models of reliability growth.
• The application of software reliabil ity measurement to system test.
• Combining hardware and software reliability to determine system reliability.
• Available software reliability measurement tools. 
